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Global Trends 
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• De-carbonization / sustainability goals 

• Evolving regulatory policies 

• Capital costs decreasing 

• Power demand growth / supply mix 

• Technology development 

• Natural gas availability & pricing 

• Curtailment 

• Merchant energy markets 

• Counterparty portfolios 

 



What’s next? 
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Game-changing Events Related to Geopolitical Factors or Climate Change  

Changes May Be Sudden and Disruptive 
 

 

Coal to Stay In Some Markets 

Abundant LNG Options 

Focus on Security of Supply 
 

 

Disruptive Change is Possible -  

Technology the Key 

Storage Technology to Affect the Market 

Competition Drives Cost Reduction 
  

 

Developed vs Developing Markets  

Electric Vehicles to Add to Demand 

Efficiency Reduces Demand 
 

 

Grow, Become More Self-Sustaining  

Financing Models to Evolve  

Decentralised Generation to Grow 

Power Prices More Volatile 

Grid Connectivity 

Variable Performance 
 

The Known 
Unknowns 

Renewables 

Energy mix Technology 

Demand 



Global Renewable Market: Threats and Opportunities 
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Renewables Credit Picture 
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• Largely stable ratings, some volatility 

– Stable solar performance but lower cushion to mitigate events 

– Incremental stresses added to rating cases limits negative rating 

action for low wind 

– Merchant risk becoming common 

 

• Regional Issues  

 

– North America  

• PG&E bankruptcy caused multiple downgrades, heightened industry 

counterparty concerns 

• Market evolving towards large portfolios of smaller sites with many 

offtakers  

– Community choice aggregators (CCAs) frequently the customers 

• Curtailment issues less severe but remain relevant 

• Expiring tax credits and RPS compliance driving growth 

• State subsidies for nuclear, unclear federal policy toward carbon are 

challenges 

 

 

– Latin America 

• Similar move away from single offtakers towards portfolios (but smaller) 

• Increased risk from commercial and industrial offtakers, basis risk, new 

merchant markets 

• Brazil, Peru, Chile support private renewables development with 

increasing market risks 

• Stalled investment in Mexico after reversal on energy reform amid 

regulatory uncertainty  

• Brazil continues strong renewables growth but now facing more market 

risk 

• Chile actively developing renewables to meet demand, newer market 

creates risk 

 

 

 



Renewables Credit Picture (cont.) 
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• Regional Issues (cont.) 

– EMEA 

• Market transitioned from supported schemes to auction systems with no 

or limited support, which means merchant risk in some cases 

• Developers are interested in merchant capacity 

• Merchant exposure is increasing interest in corporate PPAs to lock in 

prices on the LT 

• Corporations in 2018 purchased double the clean energy purchased in 

2017 

• Power swaps potentially to come, but market not deep enough yet 

 

 

– Asia 

• Increasing issuance in some markets 

• Issuance benefitting from scale and operating track record 

• Government target driving capacity growth 

• Reduced government support, although with limited price risk  

• Shorter PPAs, new merchant markets in some developed 

markets 

 



Renewables Project Pipeline 
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• Latam 

– Mexico market basically in a holding pattern waiting for the next move by AMLO 

– In Chile we privately rated two renewables projects, working on a third, all small portfolios 

with private PPAs and some merchant exposure, expect this trend to continue 

– Brazil portfolio still growing: solar (3 new mandates), re-leverage of a 12 year operational 

windfarm, 3 hydros, increasing merchant exposure  

 

• What to Watch 

– Growing exposure to market price risk 

– Transmission congestion and curtailment risk 

– Government actions and public policy decisions in Mexico 

– Multiple counterparties 

– O&M cost in Brazil and Peru 
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